
Empower learning  
while minimizing  
the busywork

G Suite for Education helps teachers challenge their students with flexible, secure,  
and easy-to-use tools that are built for education. 

students and teachers already  
use G Suite for Education

140+ million

Start collaborating today 
 edu.google.com/gsuite

Connect and collaborate effortlessly.

Build stronger connections between students and teachers – even outside of the classroom.  
Collaborate online in the same document, and engage students to think more critically.

Adapt and grow as needed.

Scale to meet the needs of every learner – from 10 students to 10,000. Our open APIs let you  
continually add value by connecting to different platforms or introducing third-party apps.

Get started quickly and easily.

With a single login, users can access all of their files on any device. Teachers can assign lessons and grade 
with a unified set of tools, while IT admins can manage it all from one centralized dashboard.

Protect and secure your data.

Google is committed to protecting teacher and student data. You own your data – we just keep it safe.  
Work is safeguarded, and users can be productive without distractions from advertising.

http://edu.google.com/gsuite


Tools to power teaching and learning

Google Docs has revolutionized how people are teaching. There’s more 
collaboration with students and there is a real-time feedback loop 
between faculty and students.”

– Melissa Kane, Instructional Designer, Brown University

Start collaborating today 
 edu.google.com/gsuite

INSPIRE

Help students turn in their best work with tools that 
support writing development and critical thinking.

• Originality reports help find and fix missing citations

• Grammar and spelling suggestions improve  
language usage

• Always-visible word count tracks length to save time

MANAGE

Simplify how teachers create assignments, grade work,  
and manage their courses – with all their tools and  
files in one place.

• Docs and Drive help you easily create and  
organize coursework

• Rubrics keep grading transparent

• Forms make permission slips and quizzes easy 

ORGANIZE

Keep your entire school on top of daily activities  
with features designed for efficiency across all devices.

• To-do lists and task reminders keep you on track

• Hangouts Meet virtually connects students and 
teachers, both inside and outside school

• Docs, Sheets, and Slides let you co-create and edit  
in real time

PROTECT

Keep student and school data secure and compliant, 
monitor and control access, and configure settings from 
one central console.

• Data loss prevention for Gmail and Drive

• Hosted Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions  
for Gmail

• Enterprise-grade access control with security key

Google complies with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), and ISO/IEC 27018:2019. For 
details, visit the Privacy & Security Center at edu.google.com/privacy

G Suite Enterprise for Education 
Get advanced security and admin controls  
with analytics, plus enhanced communication, 
teaching, and learning tools. 

Learn more at edu.google.com/gsuiteenterprise
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